ABSTRACT Cloudlet provides services with low latency and high bandwidth. Some research addresses the resource allocation problem in the cloudlet-based mobile cloud computing environment. However, there are few works considering how to optimize resource allocation while satisfying users' requirements in multicloudlet situations. To solve this problem, a two-stage optimization strategy is proposed. First, a cloudlet selection model based on mixed integer linear programming (MILP) is proposed to obtain the cloudlet for mobile users by optimizing latency and mean reward. Second, a resource allocation model based on MILP is presented to allocate resources in the selected cloudlet by optimizing reward and mean resource usage. A comparison of resource allocation is analyzed with a cloudlet selection model based on MILP and an existing cloudlet selection strategy in the multi-cloudlet environment. From the simulation, our proposed strategy has better performance in terms of the access latency, the system reward and the resource usage.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) is the integration of mobile computing and cloud computing, which implements data storage and data processing for mobile devices. The computing power can be migrated from mobile devices to the Cloud [1] , [2] . There are a number of computational resources in the MCC environment, such as CPU, memory, storage, and so on. Users can obtain resources to meet their demands.
The mobile devices have some limitations such as limited storage and processing capabilities. MCC has been introduced as a feasible solution to the limitations of mobile computing. By using MCC, users can use resources of varied clouds by internet [3] . The different geographical distribution of computational resources will cause high network latency and huge cost consumption when requiring services in a remote cloud. The cloudlet-based mobile cloud computing model is introduced to solve the above issue [4] , which is composed of well-connected and distributed cloudlets. All the cloudlets are well-connected to the remote cloud. Mobile devices can directly request services and access computational resources available in cloudlets, and mobile devices can connect to the remote cloud as well in some cases [5] .
When users need computational resources, they can send requests to cloudlets or the remote cloud. Resources such as Virtual Machines (VMs) in cloudlets or the remote cloud can be allocated to users while satisfying users' requirements.
How to select the most appropriate cloudlet among multiple cloudlets and allocate required computing resources in cloudlets or the remote cloud has to be considered. Most studies focus on either the cloudlet selection or the resource allocation in MCC. However, few works include both cloudlet selection and resource allocation to meet the user's Quality of Service (QoS) requirement, such as latency and cost.
In this paper, a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model optimizing both the cloudlet selection and computing resources allocation is proposed. From the perspective of service provider, we consider how to select the optimal cloudlet from multiple available cloudlets, and how to make an optimal resource allocation to meet the users' requirements. The system reward is produced by allocating VMs and reducing communication cost. Our proposed model maximizes the system reward and resource usage when allocating resources.
The contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) A two-stage strategy is proposed for resource allocation in the multi-cloudlet environment. The strategy can determine whether to execute the mobile service request at the cloudlet or the remote cloud. The strategy considers how to select the optimum cloudlet from multiple available cloudlets and how to allocate the optimal amount of resources to the request in the cloudlet.
(2) The problem of the cloudlet selection and resource allocation in the multi-cloudlet environment are formulated as a multi-objective MILP model. Our approach considers the users' requirements as the constraints, and the goal is to achieve higher reward and resource usage.
(3) To verify the efficiency of our proposed resource allocation strategy, we perform the simulations of two different cloudlet selection methods and compare a resource allocation solution after optimizing cloudlet selection. Also, the impacts of various weights of objective are examined in our cloudlet selection model.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section II, the related works of cloudlet selection and resource allocation are reviewed. Section III describes a scalable multi-cloudlet framework. Section IV proposes the cloudlet selection model and resource allocation model for the multi-cloudlet system. Section V presents and discusses the performance evaluation. Finally, the conclusion is presented in section VI.
II. RELATED WORKS
When a mobile device does not wish to obtain resources from the remote cloud due to the high communication latency and cost, it can find a cloudlet from available cloudlets nearby. Some researchers have already studied how to select the optimal cloudlet in a multiple cloudlets environment. Tawalbeh et al [6] considered the deployment problem of large scale cloudlets, i.e., how to deploy the mobile devices in different mobility scenarios to reduce the power consumption and processing latency of mobile devices. Roy et al. [7] proposed a cloudlet selection strategy in the multi-cloudlet environment. It considers the application type before the selection, and it can decrease energy consumption and application processing latency while choosing the most the appropriate cloudlet among multiple cloudlets. A cloudlet selection strategy was proposed by Roy et al. [8] in the multi-cloudlet environment. It can make a nearby cloudlet act as a proxy in different cases, which reduces latency and power consumption while the users offload code. These works mainly focus on cloudlet selection in the multi-cloudlet environment. However, they do not discuss how to allocate resources in the multi-cloudlet environment. The resource allocation problem in the MCC environment has been addressed. A method for reliable resource allocation is proposed by Park et al. [9] . It improves the mobile resource availability and reliability. Information can be obtained in three states, and the reliability information can be obtained through the movement of mobile devices. A framework of resource management was proposed for mobile applications of service providers [10] . Linear programming (LP), stochastic programming (SP) and robust optimization (RO) models are applied to obtain the optimal numbers of applications. A multi-dimensional resource allocation method was presented by Vakilinia et al. [11] . The resource allocation algorithm considers the internet parameters, mobile devices and application as the input to select optimal resources with optimal offloading coefficients and decreased energy consumption. A two-stage method was proposed by Ghasemi-Falavarjani et al. [12] to solve the multiobjective resource allocation problem in MCC. It utilizes the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) to obtain a Pareto front, then, it uses the Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) to select the best trade-off solution. The multi-objective optimization minimizes the completion time and the power consumption during the offloading process. These works focus on resource allocation in the MCC environment. However, when users are far away from the cloudlet, there will be high latency and communication cost for users to access resources. Different than the above works, our work focuses on the resource allocation in a cloudlet-based MCC environment, which can decrease latency and communication cost.
There are some studies focusing on resource allocation in the cloudlet-based MCC environment. A resource allocation strategy was proposed by Liuet al. [13] to decide whether to execute mobile service requests on the cloudlet or on the remote cloud. To improve the system benefits, the strategy also determines the wireless bandwidth and computing resources. The resource allocation is formulated by the semi-Markov decision process (SMDP) model, and linear programming (LP) is used to optimize the solution. Three resource allocation schemes of cloudlet are proposed by Raei and Yazdani [14] in the MCC environment. They are a share-based scheme (SBS), a reserve-based scheme (RBS), and a hybrid-based scheme (HBS). These resource allocation schemes are analyzed by the number of service requests and mean response delay. These works ignore how to allocate resources when there are multiple available cloudlets with required resources. Each cloudlet may provide same resources with different rewards and communication latency. It is important to take this case into consideration. In this paper, a two-stage strategy is proposed to address resource allocation in the multi-cloudlet environment.
L. Liu, Q. Fan: Resource Allocation Optimization Based on MILP in the Multi-Cloudlet Environment network is available between mobile devices and cloudlets. In this situation, the system would achieve faster data transmission and lower cost accessing to the remote cloud. In our framework, the number of VMs supplied by the cloudlet is denoted as K , and the number of VMs at the remote cloud data center is assumed to be infinite compared with those in the cloudlet. We assume that all users are located in the available area of cloudlets. If none of the cloudlets can satisfy users' demands, the requests will be sent to the remote cloud, and then the remote cloud will allocate resources to mobile users. The notations used in this paper are summarized in Table 1 .
When the mobile services request arrives, the cloudlet will determine whether to accept it or not. If the service request is rejected, then the task needs to be executed on the mobile device [15] . When the request is accepted, applications can be migrated to the remote cloud or cloudlets, which can reduce the mobile device consumption and application execution time [16] . VMs are considered a resource set (CPU, storage, etc.), which can be allocated on demand [17] .
Cloudlet is a service provider with limited computing resources. Computational resources in the remote cloud can be regarded as unlimited. The remote cloud data center, such as Amazon EC2 [19] , Google Compute Engine [20] and Microsoft Azure [21], can always provide services when users purchase the service. In this paper, a decision must be made whether service requirements are executed on the cloudlet or on the remote cloud.
If there is more than one cloudlet in a multi-cloudlet environment, some factors need to be taken into consideration, such as the distance between users and various cloudlets, the number of resources and their usage cost. Our model selects the optimal cloudlet from all the available cloudlets according to the mean reward and communication latency and then makes an optimal allocation of resources in the cloudlets.
B. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The decision-making procedure of two-stage resource allocation in the multi-cloudlet environment is described in Fig. 2 . When the mobile service request arrives, it is decided whether it is provided by the remote cloud or an available cloudlet. The available cloudlet mean users are located in the available area of cloudlets, and the cloudlets are able to satisfy users' requirements. If there are any available cloudlets, the mobile service request will be accepted. Otherwise, it will be sent to the remote cloud, causing high latency and communication cost. When the application is executed in the cloudlet, how to select the cloudlet to provide computing resources with low latency and cost among all the available cloudlets should be considered. The objectives of resource allocation in a multi-cloudlet environment are described as follows: (1) decide whether to execute the request in the cloudlet or the remote cloud; (2) select the optimal cloudlet among all the available cloudlets; and (3) allocate appropriate computational resources to users while maximizing the reward and resource utilization. In this paper, we assume the following:
IV. RESOURCE ALLOCATION IN A MULTI-CLOUDLET ENVIRONMENT A. CLOUDLET SELECTION MODEL
Cloudlet selection in the multi-cloudlet environment is to select an optimal cloudlet from multiple well-connected cloudlets according to the users' demands. Some evolutionary algorithms for multi-objective optimization are overviewed by Giagkiozis et al. [18] However, solutions obtained by the evolutionary algorithms are easy to fall into local optimum. In this paper, we formulate the cloudlet selection in the multicloudlet environment as a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problem.
We assume that there are N well-connected cloudlets and M users. The distance between user m and each cloudlet is different. Thus, the communication latency between users and cloudlets can be affected by cloudlet selection. We use n to index the cloudlet, n ∈ We formulate users' requirements for storage and bandwidth as the constraints. The cloudlet provides limited computing resources with two parameters such as storage and bandwidth. It is necessary to determine whether the cloudlet n can satisfy users' demands. In this paper, we consider there are K VMs in cloudlet n. The provided capacity of VM k in storage and bandwidth parameters is represented as Storage n VM k and Bandwidth n VM k in cloudlet n, where 1 ≤ k ≤ K . The total capacity of cloudlet n in storage and bandwidth parameters can be calculated as,
(1)
In this paper, the queuing order of service requests is assumed to be obtained. The optimal cloudlet is selected from N well-connected cloudlets according to users' demands and system preference. The cloudlet with higher rewards and lower latency is preferred. Thus, the optimized objective is to select a cloudlet with maximal mean reward and minimal latency. We represent the reward of VM k in cloudlet n as R n VM k . The mean reward of cloudlet n can be calculated as (3). 
The optimization of cloudlet selection maximizes the mean reward and minimizes latency. Equation (6) presents the storage and bandwidth constraints. Only one optimum cloudlet is selected per request.
The MILP model sets weights for each objective while addressing the multiple objectives optimization. The weights of mean reward and latency can be represented as w 1 and w 2 . Various weights indicate the preference of two objectives while optimizing the problem.
B. RESOURCE ALLOCATION MODEL
We focus on the resource allocation model in the cloudlet. Inspired by Kaewpuang et al. [10] , we consider there are K VMs in cloudlet n. Cloudlets or the remote cloud allocate one or more VMs to users according to user requirements. The maximum number of VMs that can be allocated to users is K when a request is executed on the cloudlet, and the number of VMs that can be allocated to users is infinite when the request is executed on the remote cloud. A mobile application service time is determined by the number of allocated VMs running on the cloudlet or the remote cloud. [13] . We suppose that the number of VMs assigned to the request m is c m . The relationship between the processing time of a service request m and the number of allocated VMs can be formulated as f (c m ). The processing time of utilizing one VM to process a mobile application service is t. Thus, if c m VMs are allocated to service, the processing time can be represented as f (c m )t.
We formulate the resource allocation problem as a MILP problem. The optimum number of VMs is allocated to a request according to user constraints to achieve a higher reward and resource usage.
We model the storage capacity and bandwidth constraints of resources. For the selected cloudlet n, user requirements should be satisfied while allocating resources to users. The sum of resource capacity of allocated VM k with storage or bandwidth parameters should be more than users' request for storage and bandwidth. The system prefers to allocate higher reward and higher resource usage VMs to users. Thus, the objective of resource allocation is maximizing reward and maximizing the mean storage and bandwidth usage. The reward of resource allocation can be calculated through reward from allocated VMs minus transmission cost caused by latency. The per time unit transmission cost is represented as tt cost . The mean resource usage for request m can be calculated as
Because [R ] are two constant vectors, to maximize the mean resource usage is to minimize both allocated storage and bandwidth resources. We can set the same weights for both storage and bandwidth resources while optimizing. Thus, this objective function can be transformed as formula (9) .
The resource allocation problem has a decision variable RA mk . It is a binary variable that represents whether VM k is allocated to request m. RA mk = 1 means VM k is allocated to request m. RA mk = 0 means VM k is not allocated to request m. The number of selected cloudlet can be represented as N selected . We formulate the resource allocation in the multicloudlet environment by
s.t.
The resource allocation problem maximizes reward and the mean resource usage. Equation (10) presents the storage and bandwidth constraints. One or more VMs can be allocated to satisfy users' demands.
The MILP model sets weights for each objective while addressing multiple objectives optimization. The weights of reward and mean resource usage can be represented as w r and w u . Various weights indicate the preference of two objectives while optimizing the problem.
If no cloudlet could satisfy users' requirements, requests will be sent to the remote cloud. We assume that users' requirements can always be satisfied in the remote cloud. Thus, there are no constraints on storage or bandwidth while allocating resources for users. We only calculate the reward gained by resource allocation in the remote cloud. We define the reward of resource allocation for each request m as R m cloud , which is obtained by reward of one or more cloud VMs; the communication latency between all users and the remote cloud is tt cloud . Thus, the reward of executing requests on the remote cloud can be calculated as
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the proposed model of cloudlet selection and resource allocation in the multi-cloudlet environment. The simulations were coded in MATLAB 2016a [22] , and CPLEX-MATLAB interface is performed on computers with Inter Core i5-4670S CPU (3.10 GHz and 8G RAM). In our simulations, m = {m 1 , m 2 , · · · , m 10 } represents that there are 10 service requests from mobile users. We set the value of the number of well-connected cloudlets N , the number of users M , the number of VMs K , the per time unit transmission cost tt cost and the processing time of utilizing one VM to process a mobile application service t as follows, N = 10, M = 10, K = 10, tt cost = 0.05 and t = 12. When the requests are executed on the remote cloud, the reward of resource allocation is set as R m cloud = 12, and the communication latency is set as tt cloud = 100. One or more VMs are allowed to be allocated to a user request according to their demands. When more than one VM are allocated to the request, we assume that the relationship between processing time and the number of VMs can be formulated as linear. is set between 1500GB and 7500GB. All the parameters are randomly generated with the range. 
A. CLOUDLET SELECTION
Different requests reflect different resource demands of users. We make a simulation for different service requests. To verify the performance of our proposed cloudlet selection model in the multi-cloudlet based MCC environment, we compare our proposed MILP model with a power and latency aware cloudlet selection strategy [8] . The strategy in [8] considers 3 cases. We apply the proxy server based strategy in [8] as follows.
• If the nearest cloudlet from the user can satisfy user requirements, the nearest cloudlet allocates resources to users.
• If the nearest cloudlet cannot satisfy user requirements, the nearest cloudlet will act as a proxy server. A nearby optimal cloudlet with both minimum latency and maximum mean reward will be selected to satisfy the user demands. If there is no such cloudlet, the system will select a cloudlet according to the priority of latency or reward. The priority is represented by the weight value of two objectives. For example, the cloudlet with optimal latency will be selected when the weight of latency is higher.
• If no cloudlet can satisfy user requirements, the service request will be sent to the remote cloud via proxy server.
The cloudlet selection comparison of three methods for cloudlet selection is shown in Table 2 . The three methods for cloudlet selection are the proposed MILP model, latency and power consumption aware strategy based on proxy server and strategy based on random selection among all the available cloudlets. Only one optimal cloudlet is selected for each request. We use integers from 1 to 10 to represent the selected cloudlet index; the integer 0 represents the request sent to the remote cloud.
We compare the mean reward and latency obtained by the three methods for cloudlet selection in Table 2 . We set weights of each objective w 1 = 0.5 and w 2 = 0.5.
To verify scalability of the three methods, we make a comparison for cloudlet selection solutions in 6 cases. Those cases are generated to represent different demands for resources from various mobile users, and from case 1 to case 6, the demands for resources from user requests increase gradually. In case 1, we set all the ten user requests for storage as [1500 3000 4500 2250 3750 5250 6000 7500 1800 6300], and we set all the ten user requests for bandwidth as [20 30 10 15 13 40 25 35 50 10]. From case 2 to case 5, the requests for both bandwidth and storage increases 0.5 times gradually on the basis of case 1. In case 6, the requests are set as 4 times that of case 1.
We compare the three methods in the reward and mean latency aspect. Reward here means total reward obtained by all the VMs in selected cloudlet and R cloud of all the requests. Mean latency means the average latency of all the requests. We can see that our proposed cloudlet selection strategy based on MILP has higher reward and lower latency overall. As users' demands grow, no cloudlets could satisfy user requirements. Thus, more requests are executed on the remote cloud. This leads to a higher latency and higher transmission cost. In case 6, we can see that solutions obtained by the three methods are the same. The reason is that all the cloudlet selection methods can only satisfy the user's request in this case. The ability to optimize is lost.
For cloudlet selection solutions from case 1 to case 5, we can see that the results are different because of the various methods. With the increasing number of resources requested by users, some cloudlets could not satisfy user requirements. Thus, more requests are executed on the remote cloud, and this will cause higher latency and transmission cost. In case 6, we can see that the cloudlet selection solutions obtained from three selection methods are the same. In this case, all the cloudlet selection methods can only satisfy the user's request and the ability to optimize is lost.
B. RESOURCE ALLOCATION
Cloudlet selection solutions in section V are utilized in the resource allocation. We have plotted the graph to show the mean reward of systems and mean utilization of resources with storage and bandwidth parameters. The MILP model solves the resource allocation and makes a comparison of the three methods for cloudlet selection. For each case, we set the weight of reward from 0 to 1 with a step 0.05, and the weight of mean resource usage from 1 to 0 with a step 0.05. We can obtain 21 sets of data in each case. We make an analysis for the average of these data in reward and resource usage aspect. Reward here means reward obtained by allocated VMs in cloudlets and the remote cloud of all the requests. Resource usage here means resource utilization of VMs in cloudlets of all the requests. Because of the higher latency while requesting resources from the remote cloud, the transmission cost is higher than requesting resources from cloudlets. We can see that the reward decreases when increasing the resource requirements.
Reward obtained by our proposed MILP model is higher than obtained by methods based on proxy server and random selection. Fig. 4 presents the comparison of resource usage obtained by different cloudlet selection methods. The three bars from left to right represent cloudlet selection method based on MILP, proxy server and random selection respectively. From  Fig. 4 , we can see that resource usage is less affected by different cloudlet selection methods. The reason is that cloudlet selection focuses on the mean reward of cloudlets and communication latency. These are reflected in the reward of the system while allocating resources to users. Of the three selection methods, our proposed model still obtains a higher resource usage. To examine the impacts of various weights of objectives in our cloudlet selection model, we choose case 1, case 3 and case 5 to verify. We set the weight value of reward from 0 to 1 by the step 0.1, and the weight value of latency from 1 to 0 by the step 0.1 in the cloudlet selection. The orange, grey and yellow line represents case 1, case 3 and case 5 respectively. From Fig. 5 , we can see that the rewards obtained by allocated VMs in cloudlets and the remote cloud increases while increasing the weight of reward objective in the MILP cloudlet selection model. The resource allocation solutions can be affected by the weight value of optimization objectives in the cloudlet selection.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a two-stage optimization strategy is proposed to solve the resource allocation problem in the multi-cloudlet environment. First, an optimal cloudlet is selected for users according to the latency and mean reward in the multicloudlet environment. Then, resources in the selected cloudlet are allocated to the users optimally while satisfying user demands. We formulate both cloudlet selection and resource allocation as a MILP model in the multi-cloudlet environment. A comparison is performed to show the resource allocation results obtained by three methods of cloudlet selection.
Theoretical results show that using the proposed models can achieve good performance in terms of the access latency, the reward of system and the resource usage.
